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Star Trek: A Call To Duty Presents ....

USS Andromeda 
“Return to Active Duty” Part VIII

Starring 
Janne Nikula as Captain Sketek Zhnirev
Amy Bennet as Commander Trial Martin
Miika Nikula as Commander Senek Zhnirev
Wes Deimon as Commander Wes Deimon
Jack Farfri as Lieutenant Commander Ray Durron
Nuno Cruz as Lieutenant Commander Rie-mann Z’heta
 James Van Hoyweghen as Lieutenant Tal’el Jordain
 PJ Chapman as Ensign Phillipe Joseph Capulette
 Scott Boggs as Ensign Spike Angelus Laredo
And ...
John McDermott as himself

Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Resume USS Andromeda "Return to Active Duty" 10302.23
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt>::standing over the FCO panel relayering the optical sensor::
CNS Jordain says:
::turns around the shuttle corner and sees..............................nothing::
OPS Capulette says:
::At OPS reviewing damage reports::
CSO Z`heta says:
::On the Science console::
FCO Durron says:
::Turns to CO:: CO: Sir with your permission I will be going.
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Greene>::standing on Deck 17 and watches other EO’s scurry around him. Disables the EPS conduit immediately attached to this part of the warp core and sends signal to Deimon to reroute now::
Host CO Sketek says:
FCO: Permission granted.
FCO Durron says:
::taps commbadge::*TC Molicules*Transport me to the Shuttlebay.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
<EnsignGears> ::cannibalizing parts from other shuttles trying to get a second shuttle working::
CEO Deimon says:
::in engineering, reroutes power allocation around Deck 17 section 21 A::
FCO Durron says:
::dematerializes and rematerializes in the shuttle bay::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
<Molecules> *FCO* energizing now
CEO Deimon says:
::standing at the pool table looks up another display then around engineering, and then back to the pool table::
CNS Jordain says:
::is trying to open the shuttle::
FCO Durron says:
<Put last after johns>
FCO Durron says:
::Walks up behind Jordain:: CNS: Hi.
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: I'll put the Computer to automatically scan the Orion vessel and I'll take Tactical as you ordered, Captain.
OPS Capulette says:
*CEO* How are the repairs going on the warp core?
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Shuttle bay One is buzzing with engineers working to get a second shuttle together as well as restoring order to the chaos left by the pirates, sweeping, etc::
Host CO Sketek says:
CSO: Very good.
FCO Durron says:
::looks at the shuttlecraft's hull number and types a code into the ships lockpad.::
CEO Deimon says:
*OPS*As soon as ensign Greene finishes repair on Deck 17, I think we should be warmed up and ready to go
CNS Jordain says:
::jumps up::  FCO: Don't walk up on me like that.  ::holds his hand on his heart::  FCO: Can you help me get this shuttle open?
CEO Deimon says:
*OPS*But, we'll still have other systems to repair, tell the captain not to shake us up too much
FCO Durron says:
CNS: working on it.
OPS Capulette says:
*CEO* Good deal. I see work on the Helmpanel going on. Have you an estimate on the repair of the rest of the bridge and replacement of the destroyed panels?
CSO Z`heta says:
::Taps some commands on the Science console and goes to Tactical::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
<EnsignWratchet>::polishing off the disruptor scorches on the warp core, thinks "close call, shooting near the core"::
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt> ::looks up:: OPS:I can answer that. As soon as I finish relaying this optical sensor, the helm panel should be good as new
FCO Durron says:
::looks at the lock pad and pulls out a tricorder than opens the back of the tricorder and pulls two leads out hooking them into the appropriate jacks on the tricorder and closes the tricorder.::
CEO Deimon says:
*OPS*There you have it. *Greene*Finish that up and get back down here.
Host CO Sketek says:
CSO: What defence and weapons we currently have?
CNS Jordain says:
::looks at the FCO how he is opening a door::
OPS Capulette says:
EO Hunt: Ok then. ::returns to damage reports::
FCO Durron says:
::takes the two leads and hooks them into two very small jacks on the bottom of the lock bad than dose something on his tricorder::
FCO Durron says:
CNS: someone changed to code
CEO Deimon says:
*OPS*As far as the other stations go, they're all modules. We're running on a class II bridge module, so each system will have to be replaced individually, and we aren't carrying whole stations around, so I'll have to build some
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: I have noticed that indeed.  Did I say before that I do not like Orion Pirates
OPS Capulette says:
*CEO* OK, Let me know if you need assistance, currently I'm just keeping open COMM between us and the AT.
FCO Durron says:
::Taps a series e of buttons and looks at the door wondering why it doesn't open.  Hits the top of the lockpad with the heal of his palm::
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: Sir, there are 50 photon torpedoes missing.  I assume that the Orion pirates stole the.  We only have 125 left.
FCO Durron says:
::Grins as the door opens:: CNS: see lets get out of here.
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Greene>::on Deck 17, is replacing computer systems that were scorched. In the M/AM Reactor room EOs are replacing reactant panelling. And beside him two EOs are replacing damaged EPS conduits::
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: After you Mr Durron ::points::
FCO Durron says:
::Climbs into the shuttle and gets into the command seat::
Host CO Sketek says:
CSO: 125 should be enough. What about shields and phasers?
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The warp core begins to heat up, tactical panel reports phasers at 50 %
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: Regarding the phasers, since the warp core isn't online we can only use them at 25%.
CNS Jordain says:
::enters the shuttle and takes his seat next to the FCO::
CEO Deimon says:
::in engineering, increases reactant ratios to continue bringing power up. As he does so the fusion reactors continue to power down to standby::
FCO Durron says:
::Begins the power up sequence::*Flight command* Shuttlecraft requesting launch clearance
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
<EnsignGears> *CEO* Problem igniting the impulse engines
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Greene>:;finishes with computer repairs as the two EOs next to make the final stitch in the EPS conduit going Deck 17 section of the M/AM Reactor::
Host CO Sketek says:
CSO: And the shields?
CEO Deimon says:
*EO Gears*Could you be more specific, I'm an engineer, not a psychic
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
<Dockmaster> *FCO* You are cleared
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: We lack one shield generator.  The whole ship is covered but only at 90% shield power.
FCO Durron says:
*Dockmaster*: thanks much see you when we get back.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
*CEO* Hydrogen tanks have been drained we need to replicate hydrogen
FCO Durron says:
CNS: you might want to strap in
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Greene and EOs>::steps into the reactor room and begin helping the crew of engineers replace the damaged panelling::
Host CO Sketek says:
CSO: That's within acceptable limits.
FCO Durron says:
::carefully eases the shuttle up and around to face the doorway::
CEO Deimon says:
*EO Gears*Understood. I'm putting you in charge of that, get it filled ASAP, I'll check in as soon as I can
CNS Jordain says:
::checks all systems on the shuttle:: FCO: Shuttle ready to rock and roll. All systems are ready. I already did that.
OPS Capulette says:
::Opens a COMM Link with the shuttle::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The warp core fully boots, OPS' panel begins to report full power returning to circuit paths, however several short circuits begin as stolen isolinear chips cause some pathways to collapse
FCO Durron says:
Comm: Andy: Capulett if you have something to say say it if not kill the channel I don't want to do more than I have to tell them where I am.
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Yeloshrita>::whispers to the fellow officer beside her:: I don't think I've ever seen the chief this happy ::laughs::
CEO Deimon says:
::looks irritated::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
<EOGears> ::begins replicating hydrogen::
CEO Deimon says:
<switch those two lines around>
OPS Capulette says:
COMM: Shuttle: FCO: I was to keep an open comm. Orders.
OPS Capulette says:
*CEO* I'm reading short circuits in several places, add that to your list.
FCO Durron says:
::Eases the shuttle out of the bay and turns it on the course of the orion's departure than keys warp five into the console:: COMM:Andy: Ops I understand just pass it along that I would rather be alive to signal you than be dead and you know where I am. ok?
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Greene>::him and companions begin to walk away from a job well done:: *CEO*Greene to Deimon. Warp core is repaired.
CEO Deimon says:
*Greene*Understood.
Host CO Sketek says:
OPS: You can close the channel as it might be a security risk after all.
OPS Capulette says:
COMM Shuttle: FCO: Understood, closing link. ::Terminates comm link::
CEO Deimon says:
*ALL Engineering Crew* We are now going to full power, I repeat proceeding to full power. ::reaches over to the pull table and presses allocation to max::
CNS Jordain says:
self: This is going to be such fun
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt>OPS: Helm is totally repaired
FCO Durron says:
::Punches engage:: CNS: lets get this shuttle as quiet as we can.
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt>::begins to pack up his tools::
OPS Capulette says:
EO H: Thank you, what about the viewscreen?
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt>::looks disgusted:: I guess I should fix that. . .
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: As Main Engineering goes to full power Red lights go up all over the warning panel since the Orions have stolen key isolinear chips and fuses, fires reported in EPS conduits
FCO Durron says:
::prepares to take active sensors off-line as well as the emergency transmitter::
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: Lets dance...
OPS Capulette says:
EO H: Yeah something about having a disrupter blast through it doesn't exactly make for quality viewing.
CEO Deimon says:
::curses:: Yeloshrita: I thought I told you to check that!!!
FCO Durron says:
CNS: if we dance we do it quietly
CEO Deimon says:
::presses the pool table and begins powering down systems and feels disgusted at himself::
CEO Deimon says:
*Engineers*Begin checking all computer systems, hurry!
Host CO Sketek says:
*CEO* Many warnings went off. What happened?
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The Shuttle enters warp space and vanishes in pursuit of the Orions, LRS reports the Orions are heavy freighters on course for a planet called "The Golden Earring" in the Rigel system
CNS Jordain says:
::smiles at the FCO:: FCO: Indeed, lets get our stuff back shall we?
CEO Deimon says:
*CO*No problem... no problem ::sigh::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Circuit Breakers all over the ship trip, cutting off power to prevent fires, the bridge goes dark
FCO Durron says:
CNS: no we find out where they are going and wait for back up. we do not get anything back.
OPS Capulette says:
::Stares around in darkness::
FCO Durron says:
CNS: see if you can get those jammers online...but don't yet it would if nothing else tell them we are here.
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: It is just a matter of speaking Mr Durron.  I know that we only need to find them.
CEO Deimon says:
<Engineering Team>::are quickly extinguishing fires, meanwhile in engineering the crew is frantically pulling out and putting in isolinear chips to complete circuits. Programmers line every panel to get the right coding::
FCO Durron says:
CNS: Good now lets shut down what we can
CEO Deimon says:
::is shoving every preprogrammed isolinear chip he's got::
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Yeloshrita>::pulls out an isolinear chip and the entire ship goes dark::
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Yeloshrita>::shoves it back in::
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Yeloshrita>Self: Wrong one. . .
FCO Durron says:
::locks the Orion's position into the helm and takes the active sensors offline than begins powering down systems::
CNS Jordain says:
::starts to shut down all systems they will not need::
CEO Deimon says:
::glares at Yeloshrita:: Yeloshrita: Don't do that again. . .
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The ship stabilizes at 25 % power
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt>::trips and bangs head into the view screen when the lights go out::
CSO Z`heta says:
::taps commands on the Tactical console::
Host CO Sketek says:
*CEO* This is bridge. It seems there are severe problems. Status report, please.
CNS Jordain says:
::looks at the console in front of him and then back out again::
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Greene>::walks into the chaos that is engineering and is immediately swept into a crowd headed for the computer cores to see that all circuits are functioning::
CEO Deimon says:
::goes through the main routing console and begins checking every circuit::
CEO Deimon says:
*CO*No problem, just some lights. . .
FCO Durron says:
::watches as the shuttle reaches the point the orions were and than clicks active scanners on for a moment::
CSO Z`heta says:
At least we have some lights..
FCO Durron says:
::checks the orion's course and speed than clicks active scanners off again::
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: And, what do you see on scanners?
CSO Z`heta says:
<Self:>
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The Orion heavy freighters enter the Golden Earring Solar System and slow to impulse, the system is filled with illegal shipping of all kinds,  it is an Earth type system with 9 planets
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt>::gets up and looks at the view screen main circuit board by the holographic emitter::
CEO Deimon says:
::in engineering, finds that all power allocation circuits are in place::
FCO Durron says:
CNS: they are approaching the "Golden Earring" solar system...probably there by now. They were slowing.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: Main Impulse Engines Ignite, and begin to charge the batteries all secondary systems come to full power
CEO Deimon says:
*CO*Okay, I've got power allocation set up, I'm going to bring power to full, but there's no telling what circuits are missing, and we're going to have to trace each system not working one by one till we get all the circuits completed... but no more fires, I promise
CSO Z`heta says:
::walks to the Navigation console just to check if the Andromeda is on a stationary orbit::
CEO Deimon says:
*CO*So, I don't know what systems will work and what won't
Host CO Sketek says:
*CEO* Proceed.
FCO Durron says:
CNS: it reads from the data bank as "9 planets avoid if possible". sounds like just the place to be.
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: Captain, impulse engines are now online.
CNS Jordain says:
Self: The Golden Earring system?  strange name!
FCO Durron says:
::clicks the active scanners on again and gets a look at the system.::
Host CO Sketek says:
CSO: We won't get anywhere with those at these distances. We need warp.
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt>::is casually placing some isolinear chips into the holographic emitter box... suddenly finds himself trapped inside the hologram created by the bridge viewscreen::
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: We are drifting in space.  Current angle is 45º.  Should I stabilize the ship?
Host CO Sketek says:
CSO: Yes, go ahead.
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: Sounds like fun.  Reminds me of the time on that pirate planet when we where with the Ghost.
CEO Deimon says:
::walks over to  the pool table again and begins to slowly bring up power. Many systems on the ship begin to come to life without problem, many systems on the ship stay dead::
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: Quite true.  Meanwhile, should we use what we have, or should we wait?
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: Aye aye, Sir.  ::Levels the ship at 0º::
FCO Durron says:
CNS: yah but the ghost had cloke and could do some damage.  see if you can get a message back to the andromeda without alerting the entire system
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The Andromeda's Impulse Engines flare to life and she levels
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Greene>::Like many other engineering teams around the ship is tracing and replacing isolinear chips 1 by one as they trace out circuits starting from the computer cores out::
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt>::steps out of the view screen hologram, seeming to appear through a wall::
OPS Capulette says:
::Startled at EO Hunt's appearance::
FCO Durron says:
::drops from warp on the edge of the system than calculates something and dose a very quick in system warp to a Saturn like planet::
Host CO Sketek says:
CSO: It doesn't make much difference whether we wait or use impulse engines. I think it's better to wait so that the engineering can work more focused.
FCO Durron says:
CNS: looks like our friends are beaming down to the planet. I wonder how many crewers they left behind?
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt>::looks dumbfounded and embarrassed at looks from the crew, and simply starts to walk quietly of the bridge::
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: I'm on it ::starts hitting commands on his console to send a message to the Andromeda::  FCO: Going to try and send a message now
OPS Capulette says:
EO H: Don't do that again.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: A Vulcan freighter comes out of warp near the Andromeda
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: Yes, Captain.  In that case I'll place the ship in a stationary orbit and turn off the impulse engines.  ::Acts as said::
OPS Capulette says:
CO: Vulcan freighter just dropped out of warp sir.
Host CO Sketek says:
OPS: Hail them.
OPS Capulette says:
CO: Aye. ::Opens hail::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The Andromeda is restored to 75 % power
CEO Deimon says:
<Engineering Teams>::continue to replace circuits one by one::
Host SS Surok says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: This is the SS Surok
CEO Deimon says:
*CO*Deimon to Sketek*
FCO Durron says:
CNS: tell me when you are done.  ::begins looking at the system trying to figure out an approach vector.
CSO Z`heta says:
*CEO* Commander, I just turn off the impulse engines, so that you can focus on more urgent tasks.
CNS Jordain says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: Jordain to Andromeda
Host CO Sketek says:
COMM: SS Surok: This is Captain Sketek of U.S.S. Andromeda of the United Planets of the Federation. Can you offer us technical assistance in repairing our warp core?
OPS Capulette says:
CO: Sir receiving message from the AT.
CEO Deimon says:
*CO*All physical damage is repaired and power systems are at full. It's just matter of my engineers finding all the missing isolinear chips and replacing the circuits... There isn't much more I can do
CNS Jordain says:
::contacting the Andromeda on a secure channel::
CSO Z`heta says:
*CEO* Oh...  disregard my previous comment.  We have company, and I'm not sure if we'll need evasive manoeuvres...  I'll keep the impulse engines on stand by.
Host CO Sketek says:
*CEO* Is our warp core online?
CSO Z`heta says:
::goes to tactical::
CEO Deimon says:
*CO*Warp engines and impulse engines are at full, sir. It's a matter of circuits.
Host CO Sketek says:
*CEO* Understood.
Host CO Sketek says:
OPS: Let the away team record their message. We will hear it in a moment.
OPS Capulette says:
COMM: Shuttle: Go ahead counsellor.
Host CO Sketek says:
COMM: SS Surok: To be more precise, we would need assistance with replacing missing isolinear chips.
CEO Deimon says:
<Engineering teams>::every engineer on the ship is frantically moving down the halls, or from one console to the next, putting in and taking out isolinear chips, and things continue to power up and come online as they do. In engineering things are calming down as all systems are working. Engineering monitor to make sure there aren't any more power fluctuations and monitor various outputs and around the ship a couple of engineers are fixing scorch marks, but most are working on the isolinear problem::
CNS Jordain says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: We are in the Golden Earring solar system.  we have tracked the orion pirates here and they are orbiting the 4th planet.  We are going to take a closer look.  
Host SS Surok says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: We monitored your ship adrift and concluded you needed assistance.  Would you like to buy supplies?
OPS Capulette says:
COMM: Shuttle: Understood. Good luck.
CNS Jordain says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: End Transmission
Host CO Sketek says:
COMM: SS Surok: We need isolinear chips.
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: The Andromeda knows of our position and they will arrive as soon as possible I think.  What is our next move sir?
Host CO Sketek says:
OPS: Is there anything else we need?
Host SS Surok says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: We are enroute to Starbase 50 to sell Starfleet Supplies, we have all the chips you need, plus anti matter, torpedoes and warp coolant
CEO Deimon says:
<Engineering Programmers>::many programmers are working on tricorders following the teams and dishing out newly prepared isolinear chips. In engineering available console has a programmer writing code for every system::
OPS Capulette says:
CO: We lost a lot, give me a second to bring back up the list.
Host SS Surok says:
::begins to calculate costs::
Host CO Sketek says:
COMM: SS Surok: That is very good. We will send you a list of supplies we need.
Host SS Surok says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: Would you like a Type 10 shuttle?
FCO Durron says:
CNS: are going to try to fit in with the traffic.  see if we can get in close enough to see how many are left on the pirate ships than land and see what they beamed down.
Host CO Sketek says:
OPS: Please transmit the list once you have compiled it.
OPS Capulette says:
CO: We lost some Warp Plasma, some Coolant, Torpedoes, Probes, replicators and a deflector shield generator.
OPS Capulette says:
::Transmits list of requests to SS Surok::
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: Understood.
FCO Durron says:
::eases the shuttle into the traffic and close to one of the larger freighters::
Host CO Sketek says:
COMM: SS Surok: We have sent the list.
Host SS Surok says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: Would you like a type 10 shuttle?
CEO Deimon says:
::as things calm down around the ship Deimon turns to his next problem. Replicating missing parts such as replicators, torpedoes, probes, etc::
Host CO Sketek says:
COMM: SS Surok: We don't need more shuttles on this mission.
CSO Z`heta says:
::Listens to the comm::
OPS Capulette says:
::Mutes Transmission to Surok:: CO: Sir, isn't it somewhat suspicious that the have all the things we are missing?
Host SS Surok says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: The cost will be 1 million credits, please press your thumbprint on the Padd
Host CO Sketek says:
OPS: It is.
OPS Capulette says:
CO: And how they seem so eager to be helpful and close the deal and that they came just as we're continuing repairs?
CEO Deimon says:
<Engineering teams>::a team pops out onto the bridge, and begins replacing isolinear chips there, finishing up the last of things. Two teams meet on Deck 12. And the fourth team is now on Deck 23::
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Greene>::on deck 23, working with his team to make their way through whole ship::
Host SS Surok says:
::waits reviewing orders from SB 50::
FCO Durron says:
::looks at something than eases the shuttlecraft into the atmosphere::
CEO Deimon says:
::in engineering, looks down and sees that all systems routed from Deck 22 up are operational::
Host CO Sketek says:
OPS: Nevertheless they seem to have the supplies we need and they are willing to sell them. We have to inspect everything we buy but that's the best way to go even if they were pirates.
OPS Capulette says:
CO: Understood, ::Resumes transmission::
CNS Jordain says:
::monitors all systems::
FCO Durron says:
CNS: break out a phaser for yourself
Host CO Sketek says:
::Presses his thumbprint:: COMM: SS Surok: We have accepted the deal.
Host SS Surok says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: We are a licensed trader in Federation Supplies ::transmits license and security codes:: Thank you, beaming now
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: Would you be interested in one sir?  ::takes a phaser::
Host SS Surok says:
Action: Cargo bay One begins to receive Federation top of the line equipment
OPS Capulette says:
CO: Cargo Bay reports supplies securely received::
FCO Durron says:
::feels the quiet shudder of atmosphere on the shuttles hull and picks a spot near the meeting::
CSO Z`heta says:
::thinks to himself that it was an expensive deal, although necessary::
CEO Deimon says:
*CO* Deimon to Sketek. All systems will be functional in a few minutes. All we're missing is any stolen supplies, torpedoes, probes, some replicators, that sort of thing. But all systems are functional.
FCO Durron says:
CNS: I have one.  ::Points thumb over shoulder at Phaser rifle that he leaned against the back of his chair.::
Host CO Sketek says:
CSO: Send a security team to do a quick scan on the supplies before giving them to the engineering department.
Host SS Surok says:
Action: Engineering crews eagerly open the crates and being filling in the chips
Host SS Surok says:
<edit>
Host CO Sketek says:
*CEO* You will shortly receive replacement supplies for the stolen ones.
CNS Jordain says:
::sees a medkit in the back and opens it taking 2 hypo's. one with a pain killer and one with a tranquilizer::
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: Aye aye, Sir.  *Sec Team*: This is Z`heta.  Go to the Cargo Bay, secure the place and  do a survey on the supplies.
CEO Deimon says:
*CO*Understood. I don't suppose you go replacement consoles for a Type II Starfleet Bridge Module, did you?
Host SS Surok says:
Action: The Security Team inspects the cargo with scanners and reports them to be in order
Host SS Surok says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: Do you wish us to send to SB 50 for help?
CSO Z`heta says:
*SEC Team* Thanks you.  CO: The cargo's clear, Sir.
Host CO Sketek says:
*CEO* There are many details I haven't been able to check. It's been reported that the cargo is secure so you may start installing them.
CSO Z`heta says:
*SEC Team* Thanks you.  CO: The cargo's clear, Sir.
FCO Durron says:
::quietly lands the shuttlecraft and begins powering down and locking down systems. :: CNS: replicate smoke and stun grenades while I power down
CEO Deimon says:
*CO*Understood.
CEO Deimon says:
<Engineering Teams>::without having been ordered, engineers are already grabbing at parts and pieces and running to places where things have been ripped out of the ship::
FCO Durron says:
CNS: the grenades?
Host CO Sketek says:
COMM: SS Surok: We do not need assistance from SB 50 but please deliver them the following information of the Orion ships and their movements. ::Sends some identification information and their known route::
CNS Jordain says:
::also takes some extra tubes for the hypo's::  FCO: Right  ::starts replicating the grenades and putting them in backpacks, one for him and one for the FCO::
Host SS Surok says:
Action: The new equipment works perfectly and soon the Andromeda is returned to full power
Host CO Sketek says:
COMM: SS Surok: These ships attacked Andromeda, a Federation vessel, and should be considered dangerous.
Host SS Surok says:
Comm: USS Andromeda: Acknowledged.  Warping Out now
FCO Durron says:
::looks at something on his sensor display than shuts it down and locks it up::
Host CO Sketek says:
OPS: Do we have warp?
FCO Durron says:
::stands up and picks up his phaser rifle than takes the backpack from the CNS:: CNS: thanks
CNS Jordain says:
::is finished replicating the grenades:: FCO: Done sure
OPS Capulette says:
*CEO* Warp, sir?
CEO Deimon says:
<EO Hunt>::in the cargo bay, plots exact coordinates to beam the consoles into place. On the bridge a shimmer envelopes SCI II, ENG II, and TAC II. They disappear, and almost instantly are replaced by brand new consoles. The engineering team that was standing on the bridge immediately digs in. Some get inside and some get outside, and begin connect
CEO Deimon says:
<add>ing wires, checking isolinear chips, and they consoles begin humming to life. The consoles look out of place, being brand new, on the worn, scorched bridge::
CNS Jordain says:
::puts on his backpack and is ready to go::
CEO Deimon says:
*OPS*All systems are now operational. We have full power. Warp is at your discretion
OPS Capulette says:
CO: There you go sir, Warp at your command.
Host CO Sketek says:
OPS: Excellent. CSO: Take the helm, set a course to Golden Earring system and engage at full speed.
FCO Durron says:
CNS: work on replicating disguises for us
CSO Z`heta says:
CO: I also have to report that we are at full capacity of Photon torpedoes.
Host SS Surok says:
Action: The USS Andromeda's warp engines flare to life and engage
Host CO Sketek says:
CSO: Even better.
CEO Deimon says:
<Engineering teams>::file off the bridge and out of their nooks and crannies. Some go to duty, some go to bed, and some go to a good time::
CSO Z`heta says:
::goes to helm and plots a course to the system::  CO: engaging at Max warp...  ::presses the Enter button::
CNS Jordain says:
FCO: Aye sir.  ::starts replicating some new clothes.  Replicating 2 long robes with a hood for him and the FCO.  Both in black, just not to the ground and a new outfit to wear underneath::
CEO Deimon says:
::sits back in his chair overlooking the pool table. He smiles, and the crew around him, the family around him, him smiles back, for they know they made a job well done. Deimon suddenly looks very happy, satisfied, and confident::  Self: I love being an engineer. . .
FCO Durron says:
::checks the computer's memory and brings up a helmet on the display.  not much of one but a decent disguise with heat imaging and internal air supplies for ten minutes. than sends it to the replicator.::
FCO Durron says:
CNS: we will need this. to.
CNS Jordain says:
Self: Lets go hunting
Host CO Sketek says:
<pause mission for this week>

